Abstract
Introduction
This paper presents a new data structure, the hit-list, which can be used to accelerate complex queries. The hit-list acceleration method is developed and applied to multi-way joins in which not all of the joining attributes are the same. An analytical model was developed which compared the response time of a multi-way join algorithm using hit-lists with the performance of an algorithm not using hit-lists. The comparison shows that hit-list query acceleration substantially reduces response time across a wide range of experimental parameter values. The analytical model was verified with an implementation and a simulation study was performed for the distributed case. Extensions of hit-lists are also presented, including extensions to complex queries involving selection and projection, adaptation to the distributed case, and refinement of the hit-list concept to create an acceleration system even more effective than the implementation described here. The sections of this work include: 
Extensions

Conclusion
Join indices represent another level of generalization and abstraction (Valduriez 1987) . The amount of information cached is reduced to the mapping between matching tuples in relations participating in joins. This accelerator applies only to the join part of a query, and a separate join index must exist for each potential join. The accelerator is inherently binary and offers no direct advantage in the multi-way case.
Another approach is the embedding of the addresses of matching tuples contained in one joining relation as a hidden attribute in the other joining relation or embedding them in the index of the joining attribute of the other (Cheng 1991) . These techniques save an index access compared to join indices, but also raise problems of flexibility and generality. If a relation potentially participates in more than one join query, there can be multiple hidden attributes. This technique is restricted in effectiveness to one-to-many and one-to-one joins, and cannot be used with many-to-one joins. Also, in select-project-join type queries, selection can only be supported on the "one" attribute, not the "many" attribute. The furthest extension of these ideas creates indexes on whole attribute domains for the entire database, rather than creating indexes on single tables only (Desai 1989) .
Joins can then be formed entirely by index access. Multiple joins on the same attribute are expressly handled since all relations containing the attribute are contained in the index. Disadvantages of this approach include the maintenance costs, navigation costs as the indexes grow large, paging costs when forming the join, and the need to enforce strict domain integrity constraints across the whole database.
Description of Domain Vectors and Hit-Lists
Hit-lists are presented here in the context of domain vector join acceleration. In order to make the subsequent presentation of hit-lists and the hit-list algorithm as clear as possible, it is necessary to explain domain vectors in some detail first. The underlying sources for domain vector processing are (Perrizo 1989 , Perrizo 1991 , Gustafson 1992 . Domain vector processing is built on a set of data structures compact enough to be stored in main memory, which can be used to optimize binary join queries. The defining data structure, the domain vector, is a bit vector associated with a joining attribute of a relation. Each position in the vector represents one of the values of the attribute occurring in the database. The presence or absence of that value in the relation's joining attribute is signified by the presence or absence of a 1-bit in the corresponding position in the vector. Domain vectors have three characteristics which distinguish them from other bit filtering schemes mentioned above (Babb 1979 , DeWitt 1984 . 1) They are persistent: They become a part of the access mechanism of the relation for which they are implemented which is maintained regardless of query activity. 2) They are not hashed:
Each bit in a domain vector represents only one value in the domain of the attribute. (DV-table) . This provides the mapping between domain vector positions and domain attribute values. 2) Each attribute in each relation for which a domain vector is maintained requires a domain vector index (DV index or DVI). This provides the mapping between domain vector positions and the addresses of tuples containing the corresponding domain value. 3) Select-omit-vectors (SOV's) are temporary bit filters in which the positions represent all tuples in a relation in relative record number or tuple address order. For a given set of attribute values, 1-bits can be set in the SOV using a domain vector index allowing attribute values to be accessed by tuple address order in a relation. Domain vector acceleration results from three factors: the speed of operation on bit vectors; the restriction of I/O allowed by full reduction to only those tuples participating in the final result; and the elimination of paging through the combined effects of domain vectors, select-omit-vectors, and a hash join algorithm. Since the hit-list algorithm for multi-way joining is built on top of domain vector hash joining, it is desirable to present an example of the domain vector data structures and algorithm first and then extend it to the hit-list algorithm. Here is a brief description of the processing involved in doing an equijoin with domain vectors, followed by a simple example showing the data structures and the results of the processing at each step of the algorithm.
Given two relations, R and S, with joining attribute A, let: DV-table.A = domain vector table for Read the participating tuples from R and S using the SOV's. Since the SOV's are in tuple address order pages only need to be read once.
Use a hash joining algorithm to form the join result since it does not require that the tuples be in any particular order.
Here then is the small example illustrating these structures. Three relations, R, S, and T, with attributes of interest, A and B, are shown so that the example can be extended to hit-lists and multi-way joins later. The following abbreviations appear in the example: RRN = relative record number or address of the tuple att val = attribute value, the actual value in a relation pos val = positional value, the surrogate value based on position in the domain vector The DV index for each attribute in each relation gives access to the relative record numbers or addresses of tuples containing the attribute value via the positional value corresponding to it. That is, the DV indexes would look like For hash joining it does not matter in which order the tuples are read. Even if the relations are not clustered on the joining attribute, hashing proceeds without difficulty. Domain vectors restrict reading to those tuples participating in the final result, while using SOV's and a hashing algorithm allows the minimization of paging.
Hit-lists
Previous research has shown that domain vectors with their associated tables and indexes are effective in accelerating simple equijoins on a common attribute at a single site, but they are not adequate for general multi- Hit-lists provide the mapping between the domain positional values of one attribute in a relation and another attribute in the relation. It may be helpful to note both the analogy and the contrast between hit-lists and join indices. If join indices can be succinctly described as providing the mapping between the same attribute in different relations, hit-lists can be succinctly described as providing the mapping between different attributes in the same relation (Valduriez 1987) . This is the crux of the crossover problem and the extension of acceleration to multi-way join queries where not all of the joining attributes are the same. Hit-lists supply the means for achieving complete reduction in multi-way join queries, thereby restricting I/O to only those tuples participating in the final result, just as domain vectors do for binary joins.
A hit-list is essentially an index, and could be implemented as a B+ tree or some other suitable structure. For the purpose of illustration, hit-lists are represented here as relations with tuples containing paired surrogate values for the two attributes. In general it is possible to have two hit-lists for each pair of attributes, one sorted on each surrogate. However, only one is needed, and it does not matter which one is chosen. Using relations R, S, and T
given above, only S shows crossover, between attributes A and B, and the hit-list from A to B would look like this: The first entry shows 2 and 4 which correspond to the values QRS and AAA which can be found in the first line of Consider the simplest possible multi-way join between three relations involving two attributes. Using the example relations above, this would be R<--A-->S<--B-->T. If the paradigm of complete query reduction, followed by data transmission and join processing is adopted (Hevner 1979 , Yu 1984 , the following algorithm accomplishes this: JV.B' 00000000 000000
Step 1: JV.A 1-bit at position 2; HL-A.B tuple (2, 4); check JV.B for "hit" at position 4; there is one, so set JV.A' position 2 and JV.B' position 4 to 1-bits:
JV.B' 01000000 000100
Step 2: JV.A 1-bit at position 3; HL-A.B tuples (3, 1), (3, 3); check JV.B for "hits" at positions 1, 3; there is one only at position 1, so set JV.A' position 3 and JV.B' position 1 to 1-bits:
JV.B' 01100000 100100
Step 3 As with binary joins using domain vectors, it is possible to restrict retrieval to only those tuples in the final result, but it requires slightly more complex SOV processing. The fully reduced join vectors are sufficient for forming SOV's and retrieving tuples from relations that participate in a join on only one attribute. The process is exactly the same as outlined in the previous section.
For relations participating in a multi-way join on two attributes (crossover) the fully reduced join vectors are not sufficient without additional processing. Since a one-to-many or many-to-many relationship may be present in the crossover, a selected value from one attribute might exist in tuples with unselected values from the other attribute.
Thus, a fully reduced join vector on either attribute alone does not assure that only tuples participating in the final result will be retrieved. This problem is overcome by using both fully reduced join vectors on each attribute of the relation with crossover to create two SOV's, one based on each domain. These SOV's are on the same underlying relation, so their bitwise logical "and" can be formed, giving a fully reduced SOV.
The example join illustrates the potential problem. Suppose that retrieval is done using fully reduced JV.A' rather than JV.B'. JV.A' indicates that positional values 2 and 3 are matches. Looking these up in the domain vector index for relation S, tuples 1, 3, and 4, containing QRS.AAA, QRS.PPP, and XYZ.ZZZ, would be retrieved.
However, the B attribute value PPP is not part of the final result.
The formation of the fully reduced SOV in the example would proceed in this fashion:
Step 1: Form SOV-S.A = 000000.
Step 2: JV.A' 1-bits at positions 1 and 4; DVI-S.A tuples (2, 4), (3, 1), and (3, 3); set SOV bit positions 1, 3, and 4, giving SOV-S.A = 101100.
Step 3: Form SOV-S.B = 000000.
Step 4: JV.B' 1-bits at positions 1 and 4; DVI-S.B tuples (1, 1) and (4, 4); set SOV bit positions 1 and 4, giving SOV-S.B = 100100.
Step 5: Logically "and" the SOV's: SOV-S.A = 101100 and SOV-S.B = 100100
Scanning the resulting SOV allows retrieval of the following tuples, which are the only ones which participate in the final result:
R: XYZ, QRS S: QRS.AAA, XYZ.ZZZ T: AAA, ZZZ, ZZZ (2nd ZZZ tuple may be distinct from the 1st because of other attribute values.)
Form the join result as desired. (As with domain vectors, hybrid hash joining has advantages when reading tuples in SOV order.)
Multi-Way Hit-List Algorithm
The example in Section 2.2 illustrated the basic idea behind hit-lists. This section presents a general algorithm for the use of hit-lists in multi-way join queries with more than three relations. This is followed by a comparable algorithm without hit-lists and a theoretical cost analysis comparing hit-list and non-hit-list processing. Domain vector hash joining with hit-lists is considered below in four parts, the down phase of reduction, the up phase of reduction, SOV formation, and the joining itself. Repeated hybrid hash joining without full reduction is also given for comparison. The notation used is as follows:
Relations: R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , ..., R n Joining attributes: A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , ..., A n-1 Query: R 1 <--A 1 -->R 2 <--A 2 -->R 3 <--A 3 --> ... <--A n-2 -->R n-1 <--A n-1 -->R n Domain vectors: DV-R i .A j Hit-lists: HL-R i .A i-1 .A i Join vectors: JV.A i
Domain Vector Hit-List Processing Reduction, Down Phase
In domain vector hash joining with hit-lists, there is a reduction phase in which the domain vectors are fully reduced for each attribute using the hit-lists. The down phase achieves full reduction for one attribute, the last one in the reduction sequence. Taking the relations and attributes in numerical order, the (n -1) steps of the down phase are shown below. Terminology of the form "Run JV.A i through HL-R i+1 .A i .A i+1 against DV-R i+1 .A i+1
giving reduced DV-R i+1 .A i+1 " refers to the processes of scanning bits in the join vector, retrieving hit-list entries, and setting bits in domain vectors for those entries that have hits.
Step 1:
Logically "and" together DV-R 1 .A 1 and DV-R 2 .A 1 giving JV.A 1 . Run JV.A 1 through HL-R 2 .A 1 .A 2 against DV-R 2 .A 2 to get reduced DV-R 2 .A 2 .
For i = 2 to (n -3):
Logically "and" together DV-R i .A i and DV-R i+1 .A i giving JV.A i . Run JV.A i through HL-R i+1 .A i .A i+1 against DV-R i+1 .A i+1 to get reduced DV-R i+1 .A i+1 .
Step (n -1):
Logically "and" together DV-R n-1 .A n-1 and DV-R n .A n-1 giving fully reduced JV.A n-1 .
Reduction, Up Phase
The up phase of reduction propagates full reduction to all attributes. It has (n -2) steps which can be shown as:
For i = (n -2) to 1:
If a hit is found, retain the 1-bit in JV.A i . If a hit is not found, set the 1-bit in JV.A i to 0.
SOV Formation
Step 1, formation of SOV-R 1 :
Run JV.A 1 against DVI-R 1 .A 1 setting 1-bits in SOV positions corresponding to addresses in the DVI. Logically "and" the SOV's together giving SOV-R i .
Step n, formation of SOV-R n :
Run JV.A n-1 against DVI-R n .A n-1 setting 1-bits in SOV positions corresponding to addresses in the DVI.
Joining Phase
The actual joining can then be outlined as a first step followed by (n -2) others. Hash joining consists of a partitioning stage, in which the base tables are hashed into buckets according to the joining attribute, followed by the joining stage, in which results are assembled. The relation which is hashed first is referred to as the driving relation. In general it is preferable for the smaller of the two relations to be hashed first, since that will tend to minimize the I/O (Shapiro 1986 , Perrizo 1991 , Gustafson 1992 ).
Using SOV-R 1 and SOV-R 2 retrieve tuples from R 1 and R 2 . Hash join the two relations.
For i = 2 to (n -1):
Write previous result. Read previous result. Use SOV-R i+1 to retrieve tuples from R i+1 . Hash join the relations. 
Repeated Hybrid-Hash Join
An algorithm using simple repeated hybrid hash join without full reduction to perform the same multi-way join might go as follows:
Read relations R 1 and R 2 and hash join them.
Write previous result. Read previous result. Read next relation, R i+1 . Hash join the two relations.
Note that this algorithm differs little from the hit-list joining algorithm, with the important exception that there is no reduction due to selectivity.
Cost Comparisons
Selectivity theory states that in a multi-way join, selectivities of the participating relations can be multiplied, and the number of tuples selected from a relation in a join is its cardinality times the selectivity of the relation or intermediate result it is being joined with (Hevner 1985 , Valduriez 1987 . Using these ideas it is possible to roughly predict the relative performance of hit-list processing and simple repeated hybrid hash joining both for primary key to foreign key and non-key to non-key joins. Since I/O costs dominate CPU costs, generic cost functions can be developed which depend on I/O with the number of participating relations, n, and selectivity as the parameters. For repeated hybrid hash joining, cost is a function of (n -2) * ||R||. I.e., there will be (n -2)
repetitions (ignoring the final write) of joining, each of which will require reading at least ||R|| tuples. For domain vector hit-list joining after full reduction, cost is a function of (n -2) * selectivity (n -1) * ||R||. That is, the amount which needs to be read on each repetition is potentially smaller. Repeated hybrid hash tends to be linear in n, while domain vector hit-list processing tends to be exponential in n, where the base, selectivity, is less than one. 
Modeling
This section presents the analytical model used for comparing the response time costs of repeated hybrid hash joining and domain vector hash joining using hit-lists. The cost model is derived from the previous work of (DeWitt 1984 , Shapiro 1986 , Valduriez 1986 , Blakeley 1990 ) and is based directly on the work of (Perrizo 1991 , Gustafson 1992 ).
The following assumptions underlie the model as used here:
1. Attribute values in each operand relation are uniformly distributed over their domains. 2. CPU and I/O operations do not overlap. 3. B+trees are used for indexes. Inverted indexes are dense with a height of three, and the root page of each index is pinned in memory. Buffer space costs for the indexes are comparatively small, and therefore ignored. Time to compare two key values in memory hash = 9 us.
Time to hash a key value move = 20 us.
Time to move a tuple (of any size) in memory
The cost analysis of the DV and HL algorithms closely follows (Shapiro 1986 , Valduriez 1987 , Blakeley 1990 ). Several general formulas for calculating sorting costs and I/O costs associated with direct and indexed file access are used. The cost of sorting n tuples in memory is taken from (Knuth 1973) . The cost of reading k tuples from a file is taken from (Yao 1977) . The costs associated with reading the desired pages from a table using a non-clustered index (the case considered in the results below) were calculated using the formulas below where k represents the tuples read from a file with m pages and n total records (assuming each page is read at most once due to the DV algorithm).
Tuple access cost = I/O * [Yao(k,m,n) + Yao(k,n/FO, n) + Yao(Yao(k,n/FO,n), n/(FO*FO), n/FO)]
Index lookup cost = I/O * [Yao(k,n/FO, n) + Yao(Yao(k,n/FO,n), n/(FO*FO), n/FO)]
Implementation
The analytical model of the non-distributed case was verified with an implementation. Not all of the implementation parameter values were exactly the same as the cases considered using the analytical model, but within the constraints of the system used for implementation, comparable results were obtained. The implementation system came supplied with a commercially available query processor which was used in the study.
Rather than implementing domain vector hash joining, the results of multi-way joining using the commercial processor were compared with the response times involved in doing complete reduction followed by multi-way joining on the fully reduced base relations, again using the commercial processor. In other words, hash joining was not involved in the implementation; the results are purely a comparison of repeated joining vs. reduction using hit-lists followed by repeated joining of the fully reduced relations.
The parameters which were under experimental control which are relevant to the comparison with the analytical model include the following. Relations contained 200,000 tuples which were 180 bytes wide. Memory sizes of 10, 20, and 30 Megabytes were reserved for the joining process. (It was discovered that there was no statistically significant difference using different memory sizes, so averages over the 3 are presented.) The selectivities among relations were randomized in the range from 0 to .1. Other parameters were a function of the system used. They are not detailed here since the intention of the comparison was simply to take a generic, representative, commercially available system and show that implementation results had the same trends as the analytical model, rather than analyzing the performance of that particular system in depth. Full details can be found in (Scott 1992) .
Simulation
The distributed model used in this research can also be considered. Surrogate based full reduction algorithms could have great utility in reducing communication costs in distributed databases. Hit-lists are easily adapted to the distributed setting and a comparison of repeated hybrid hash joining without full reduction and the hit-list algorithm in the distributed setting is presented. A simulation study was performed in which parameters such as relation cardinality and selectivity were uniformly randomized over a range of values. The results give a general idea of the kind of performance that might be expected for different queries in a distributed environment.
Parameter ranges are presented below. Smaller relation sizes were considered since the emphasis of this part of the study was the distributed costs rather than the local I/O oriented costs. However, it turned out that the overall costs followed the I/O cost analysis anyway. The ranges within which important parameters varied is given below. 
Results
What follows are graphs of the results obtained from the analytical model, the implementation, and the simulation.
It should be noted first of all that the vertical axis of all of the graphs gives the ratio of response time performance
for an individual case with the hit-list value as the numerator and the non-hit-list value as the denominator.
Clearly, any ratio below smaller than 1 would indicate a case where hit-list processing performed better than nonhit-list processing. The results are presented in this way for the following reasons: 1) It clearly shows the magnitude of advantage that hit-list processing provides.
2) It allows analytical model, implementation, and simulation study results based on varying parameter values to be presented in a comparable manner.
3) It combines two measurements into one, allowing more information to be included in each graph. It should also be noted at the outset that in all cases studied hit-list processing shows a distinct advantage over non-hit-list processing, with improvements in response time of a factor of 10 or more (i.e., a ratio greater than or equal to .1) being in the majority, with many cases showing improvement factors that are multiples of 10.
Figures 1-5 contain results obtained from the analytical model. Figure 6 contains results from the implementation. Figure 5 presents the selectivity as the parameter of interest in the non-key to non-key case. As selectivity decreases, so does the performance ratio. It is clear from the graph that already for selectivities below .1 the curves are flattening out. Similar results obtain in the primary to foreign key case, but it seems unnecessary to produce them here. Figure 6 shows the exponential curve fitted to the implementation results for the primary to foreign key case by means of a statistical linear model. With greater than .95 confidence the results fit this exponential curve. The implementation confirms selectivity theory which predicts an exponential relationship. Statistical analysis also confirmed that hit-list processing has a lower response time than non-hit-list processing. In other words, the ratios' being less than one was not a result of chance. Full details of the statistical analysis can be found in (Scott 1992 ).
Due to the differences in some parameter values and the analytical model assumptions and the implementation system reality, this curve does not match the curves in Figure 2 exactly. However, the shapes of the curves are similar, showing a strong decrease as the number of relations in the query increases followed by asymptotic behavior. This similarity along with the confirmation of the theoretical predictions made in Section 3.6 tends to verify the general accuracy of the performance trends shown in the analytical model results. Figure 7 shows the same relationship as the non-distributed cases, namely that as the number of relations in a query increases, the performance ratio decreases. This can be explained by the dominance of I/O cost over CPU and transmission costs, and the decrease in I/O allowed by full reduction. This is fully consistent with selectivity theory, the analytical model, and the implementation results. The consistency of all of the results over a range of parameters makes them mutually supporting in the claims made about the relative performance advantage of hitlist processing over non-hit-list processing.
Extensions
The previous sections have explained hit-list processing and demonstrated the performance benefits that can be obtained from it. Hit-list processing can also be extended in several ways, and some aspects of its performance deserve further study. This section examines the following five areas of further research: 1) Maintenance costs,
2) Select-project-join queries, 3) Distributed and multiprocessor applications, 4) Reduced hit-lists, and 5) Selectivity.
Maintenance Costs
Maintenance of the data structures is an integral part of any processing scheme which relies on cached data. Take for example a relation R with attributes A and B, and a hit-list from A to B. Note that if neither A nor B are keys, it is possible to have multiple occurrences of the same pairs of A and B values in the relation. As tuples are inserted and deleted it is not necessary to make a hit-list entry for each occurrence, but it is necessary to keep track of the number of occurrences, so that if all occurrences have been deleted the hit-list entry can also be deleted.
This can be handled by adding an occurrence counter to every hit-list entry.
These are the hit-list maintenance requirements: Treat updates which affect A and B as deletions followed by insertions.
Select-Project-Join Queries
Hit-lists and selections have a close relationship. It is assumed that hit-lists and domain vectors are maintained for complete relations, but it is not uncommon for a query to involve a selection as well as a join on a single relation.
If the selection is performed first, the domain vector and hit-list are rendered useless. On the other hand, if the join is performed first, it might be very inefficient to carry the selection field and perform the selection afterwards.
If the selection is on the joining field it can be conveniently handled by forming a selection vector which is analogous to a domain vector. "Anding" the selection vector with the domain vector would give a domain vector fully reduced by the selection and ready for joining (Perrizo 1991 , Gustafson 1992 . If the selection is on a field different from the joining field, it constitutes a case of crossover. Thus, it can easily be handled by maintaining a hit-list for the selection field and the joining field. This allows the reduction due to the selection to be done first, without affecting performance any more than any join in the query. With this background, it is a short step to doing full select-project-join queries with domain vector hit-list processing, as long as the joins are equijoins. It is desirable to be able to assume that all local processing such as selection can be performed before joining, especially in the distributed case. Maintaining hit-lists for select-join queries makes this possible.
Distributed and Multiprocessor Applications
Multi-way join queries distributed on uniprocessor networks introduce the possibility of parallelism and the consequent reduction in beginning to end time costs. The fact that domain vector sizes are independent of selectivities, and they provide a bound on transmission sizes makes it possible to avoid some of the problems in distributed query optimization that lead to combinatorial explosion. Since data structures of fixed sizes are transmitted along arcs of the query graph, it is not necessary to determine an optimal semi-join order to achieve complete reduction (Yu 1984) . Instead, it is possible to develop an algorithm which finesses these problems, allowing for parallelism or concurrent processing arising from the structure of the query graph, and dynamically determining the node at which complete reduction will be achieved (the root of the query tree), depending on the speed at which individual sites are able to accomplish processing. That is, it is naturally adaptive to the nature of the query, the capacities of the processors, and current network and local load conditions.
Given a connected multi-way join query graph, not necessarily linear, the following algorithm is proposed to traverse it fully and converge to a single root node where complete reduction is achieved. The traversal is then the model for the complete reduction of the query. Note that it applies to linear and non-linear queries in the distributed setting, and could be used for non-linear queries in the local setting if no other query parser is available.
Make the graph into a tree: Arbitrarily break any cycles in the graph by making multiple copies of one of the nodes in the cycle, attaching one of the copies to each of the arcs originally attached to the node. This gives a spanning tree of the query graph.
Traverse the tree: A) Start at the leaf nodes. There is only one arc available. Traverse that arc. B) At any interior node, do not initiate any arc traversal until all but one of the arcs attached to the node have been traversed into it.
Then traverse the remaining arc outward.
Proof of correctness: hypothetically, there are three potential ways in which the algorithm could fail: 1) The algorithm might not converge to a root because some nodes cannot traverse an outgoing arc since they are waiting for all but one incoming arc to be traversed. Since all cycles have been broken, working from the leaves on a connected tree graph, it is impossible to stall at a node in this way.
2) The algorithm might come to a halt at a supposed root, but some node(s) and arc(s) have not been included in the traversal. If the algorithm completes with an untraversed arc, then there exists a node with an outgoing arc with another attached arc untraversed, a violation of 2.B.
3) The algorithm might converge to multiple roots. If there are multiple roots, there exists at least one node in the tree with two outgoing arcs, also a violation of 2.B. Therefore, the algorithm works as claimed.
The reduction stage of a query can be built around this traversal algorithm. Transmission of domain vectors would start concurrently at the leaf nodes of the query, and the node at which complete reduction would be achieved would depend entirely on how fast each branch of the tree was traversed. Full reduction could be propagated back along the incoming branches. Then it would be possible to send all participating tuples to a single result site, but it would also be possible to carry out intermediate joins between participating sites through exactly the same technique of dynamically traversing the tree and getting a result at a root site that is not predetermined, and forwarding it to the desired result site. Any number of different joining algorithms would be possible. Hybrid hash joining can be used just as in the local case, so the details are not repeated here.
The two key advantages of this approach are that it is not necessary to try to devise a method for optimizing in the face of combinatorial explosion, and it naturally adjusts to the processing capacities and conditions existing at execution time. The disadvantages lie in the fact that cycles are broken in an arbitrary way, rather than in some optimal way, and that the parallelism is entirely dependent on the parallelism inherent in the structure of the query tree, not on some theoretical optimum. It should also be noted that certain protocols would have to be developed so that nodes could communicate their status in the tree traversal to neighboring nodes.
Even without working out all of the details, with the assumptions given above, some statements can be made about the performance characteristics of such a distributed processing algorithm. If domain vector hit-list processing is compared with repeated hybrid hash, the transmission of domain vectors during the reduction phase incurs communication costs directly proportional to the other steps in the algorithm. That is, for every pair of relations there is a transmission in both the down and up phase of reduction. In the joining phase however, the number of tuples which need to be transmitted is the result of full reduction. For repeated hybrid hash joining with no reduction phase, transmission costs during joining are proportional to the other costs associated with processing unreduced relations. The overall costs will depend on local CPU and I/O costs, and data transmission costs.
Finally, it is possible to touch on a topic which otherwise has not been considered here. Is it possible to extend domain vector hit-list processing to a multiprocessor environment? The obvious answer is to simply assign each relation and its associated data structures to a single processor in a multiprocessor system, in the same way that they were assumed to exist at a single node in the distributed case. This may not be the most effective way of partitioning a query, but it is mentioned in order to show that domain vector hit-list processing is adaptable to emerging hardware trends, as well as being designed for and well suited to hardware configurations which will probably remain common into the foreseeable future.
Reduced Hit-Lists
This research was conducted and has been presented in the context of the domain vector work which preceded it (Perrizo 1991 , Gustafson 1992 ). However, it was clear from the beginning that hit-lists and reduced hit-lists could supplant some of the data structures and mechanisms of domain vector processing. The reduced hit-list as envisioned here would be a temporary data structure containing the same information as the hit-lists described so far, plus embedded addresses. Conceptually, the hit-lists would provide index type access via one attribute's surrogate values to the other attribute's surrogate values and the addresses of corresponding tuples in the relation.
They are being referred to as reduced, since during processing, entries corresponding to tuples which do not participate in the final result could be eliminated.
The reduced hit-lists' purpose in the reduction stage of processing would be to take the place of domain vectors.
Given a linear query of the form:
In the down phase, moving from left to right through the relations, the hit-list for the left hand relation would be scanned on its primary surrogate, returning secondary surrogate values. These returned surrogates would determine which entries would be retained in the hit-list for the right hand relation. In the up phase, again the hitlist for the left hand relation would be scanned on its primary surrogate, returning secondary surrogate values.
This time entries would be retained in the hit-list for the left hand relation only if the returned secondary surrogates found matches in the primary surrogate of the hit-list for the right hand relation.
By embedding addresses in the reduced hit-lists, the need for domain vector indexes, and the expense of accessing them in order to retrieve tuples would be eliminated. The addresses of the fully reduced set of tuples participating in a query would be found directly in the fully reduced hit-lists. If temporary hit-lists contained addresses, it would also probably be most practical to have the permanent hit-lists contain addresses. Then the reduced hit-lists would start their existence in a query as copies of persistent data structures, and would not have to be constructed separately.
There are several reasons for hypothesizing that reduced hit-lists might lead to improved performance over the hitlist processing described previously. Persistent and reduced hit-lists with addresses could replace domain vector indexes and domain vectors, and primary key relations with embedded surrogates could replace domain vector tables. This would reduce storage and maintenance requirements. The elimination of the cost of making an index access when going from selected surrogate to address should improve performance, and since the hit-lists are binary on the surrogates, full reduction on both attributes is accomplished by the down and up phases of reduction alone. This should improve performance compared with the procedure for forming fully reduced SOV's for relations with crossover, or the technique used in the implementation code. Finally, in situations where selectivity leads to extensive reduction, the reduced hit-lists may be considerably smaller than the domain vectors they would be replacing. Domain vectors were attractive because they provided a fixed upper bound on data structure size and communication cost. They also provided a fixed lower bound, and reduced hit-lists may be smaller than that lower bound, leading to memory savings locally, and communication cost reductions in the distributed setting.
It may also be desirable to maintain reduced hit-lists as permanent access structures for the acceleration of specific queries. These structures would be updated as the underlying relations were updated, so that at query execution time there would be no delay associated with achieving full reduction, that is, there would be no reduction phase, and query execution could proceed immediately. These persistent reduced hit-lists would restrict I/O to only those tuples participating in the final result, just as the other hit-list processing techniques described above.
Selectivity
The data structures of hit-list processing contain enough information that it may be desirable to avoid most of the assumptions of selectivity theory. One level of assumptions could be avoided by retrieving the counts of participating values and tuples from fully reduced join vectors and SOV's respectively. Intermediate and final result sizes could be estimated using them. Even this set of assumptions could be avoided. The hit-lists, fully reduced join vectors, and SOV's contain enough information that exact intermediate result sizes for a query could be determined by referring to them and possibly the other data structures, but without retrieving tuples. The question then becomes whether or not it is profitable to do this either dynamically at query execution time, or possibly try to store these statistics, reminiscent of Valduriez's semijoin selectivities (Valduriez 1987) , so that they can be used in optimizing subsequent executions of the same query.
In general, the purposes of extending the analysis would be to make it possible to determine the preferred driving relation for hybrid hash joining in the general case, and to further minimize I/O costs. Hit-list processing makes it possible to minimize the reading of base tuples. However, as intermediate results are created, they may grow in cardinality and width. If the selectivity analysis can predict intermediate result cardinality, in combination with knowledge about the width, this could be used to determine the best sequence in which to perform the constituent joins of a general multi-way equijoin query on a local processor.
The use of selectivity in query optimization is not new, but with respect to extant domain selectivity, two questions might be answered by further research. Can query optimizers perform better or produce better query execution plans using extant domain selectivity information or other information obtainable from hit-list data structures instead of other selectivity information? Do such great performance gains come from using hit-lists to get full reduction that the additional gains from query optimization are not significant? Examining extant domain selectivity in more generality and trying to apply it to query optimization could answer these and other questions.
Conclusion
A new data structure, the hit-list, was proposed as an accelerator for multi-way equijoins where the joining attributes are not all the same. This data structure was presented in the context of other relational database acceleration techniques, and an algorithm was developed for its use. The acceleration is based on a classic computer science trade-off, incurring CPU cost and limited I/O cost manipulating relatively small data structures in order to reduce the total amount of I/O and thus the response time.
Theoretical predictions, analytical model results, implementation results, and simulation results were all in agreement that hit-list processing produces significant benefits in response time for multi-way join queries over non-hit-list processing techniques. A wide variety of parameter values and processing situations were included and in all cases hit-list processing was advantageous, in many cases giving an order of magnitude improvement or more.
As pointed out in the previous section, not only are hit-lists effective as presented here, but the underlying techniques and ideas show promise for wider application and the development of even more effective query accelerators. This combination of effectiveness in their present form and potential for further development indicates that hit-lists, reduced hit-lists, and related index-like data structures with their accompanying algorithms will be a fruitful area for continued research in the future.
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